Thunderbolt v

A young ne'er-do-well, Lightfoot Jeff Bridges steals a car. Elsewhere, an assassin attempts to
shoot a preacher delivering a sermon at his pulpit. The preacher escapes on foot. Lightfoot,
who happens to be driving by, inadvertently rescues the preacher by running over his pursuer
and giving the preacher a lift. Lightfoot eventually learns that the "minister" is really a notorious
bank robber known as "The Thunderbolt" Clint Eastwood for his use of an Oerlikon 20 mm
cannon to break into a safe. Hiding out in the guise of a clergyman following the robbery of a
Montana bank, Thunderbolt is the only member of his old gang who knows where the loot is
hidden. After escaping another attempt on his life by two other men, Thunderbolt tells Lightfoot
that the ones trying to kill him are members of his gang who mistakenly thought Thunderbolt
had double-crossed them. He and Lightfoot journey to Warsaw, Montana to retrieve the money
hidden in an old one-room schoolhouse. They discover the schoolhouse has been replaced by a
brand-new school standing in its place. Thunderbolt and Lightfoot are abducted by the men
who were pursuing themâ€”the vicious Red Leary George Kennedy and the gentle Eddie Goody
Geoffrey Lewis â€”and driven to a remote location where Thunderbolt and Red fight each other,
after which Thunderbolt explains how he never betrayed the gang. Lightfoot proposes another
heistâ€”robbing the same company as beforeâ€”with a variation on the original plan; the
variation being due to Lightfoot inadvertently killing their electronics expert, Dunlop, the man
who tried to assassinate Thunderbolt in the earlier scene. In the city where the bank is located,
the men find jobs to raise money for needed equipment while they plan the heist. The robbery
begins as Thunderbolt and Red gain access to the building. Lightfoot, dressed as a woman,
distracts the Western Union office's security guard, deactivates the ensuing alarm, and is
picked up by Goody. Using an anti-tank cannon to breach the vault's wall, as they did in the first
heist, the gang escapes with the loot. They flee in the car, with Red and Goody in the trunk, to a
nearby drive-in movie in progress. Upon seeing a shirt tail protruding from the car's trunk lid
which is a strong indication one or more people are hiding in the trunk to avoid paying , the
suspicious theater manager goes to investigate. Red becomes increasingly agitated and
Thunderbolt leaves the drive-in, encountering police at the exit. Thunderbolt tries to evade the
police, and a chase ensues. Goody is shot and Red throws him out of the trunk onto a dirt road,
where he dies. Red then forces Thunderbolt and Lightfoot to stop the car. He pistol-whips them
both, knocking them unconscious, and violently kicks Lightfoot in the head multiple times. Red
takes off with the loot in the getaway car but is again pursued by police, who shoot Red several
times, causing him to lose control of the car and crash through the window of a department
store, where he is attacked and killed by the store's vicious watchdog. Escaping on foot,
Thunderbolt and Lightfoot hitch a ride the next morning and are dropped off near Warsaw,
Montana, where they stumble upon the one-room schoolhouseâ€”now a historical monument
on the side of a highwayâ€”moved there from its original location in Warsaw after the first heist.
As the two men retrieve the stolen money, Lightfoot's behavior becomes erratic as a result of
the beating. Thunderbolt buys a new Cadillac convertible with cash, something Lightfoot said
he had always wanted to do, and picks up his waiting partner, who is gradually losing control of
the left side of his body. As they drive away celebrating their success with cigars, Lightfoot, in
obvious distress, tells Thunderbolt in a slurred voice how proud he is of their
'accomplishments', and slumps over dead. Thunderbolt snaps his cigar in half as it is no longer
a celebration , and with his dead partner beside him, he drives off down the highway into the
distance. Michael Cimino wrote the script on speculation , with Eastwood in mind. Eastwood
himself wanted to do a road movie. However, on meeting Cimino, he decided to give him the
directing job instead, giving Cimino his big break and feature-film directorial debut. Although
Eastwood generally refused to spend much time in scouting for locations, particularly
unfamiliar ones, Cimino and Eastwood's producer Robert Daley traveled extensively around the
Big Sky Country in Montana for thousands of miles and eventually decided on the Great Falls
area and to shoot the film in the towns of Ulm , Hobson , Fort Benton , Augusta and Choteau
and surrounding mountainous countryside. John's Lutheran Church in Hobson was used for
the opening scene. The scene where Thunderbolt recovers the money from the one-room
schoolhouse was filmed at the rest stop just south of Exit , which is the exit for Dearborn.
Eastwood did not like to do any more than three takes on any given shot, according to co-star
Bridges. I got an idea. Michael said 'OK, let's go for another take. We got it. Thunderbolt was
released on May 22, Howard Thompson of The New York Times praised the film as "a funny,
tough-fibered crime comedy with an unobtrusive edge of drama. With Clint Eastwood as an
older, wise thief and Jeff Bridges as his grinning apprentice, the picture is consistently
entertaining and interesting. Murphy of Variety called it "an overlong, sometimes hilariously
vulgar comedy-drama, about the restaging of a difficult safecracking heist. Debuting director
Michael Cimino, who also wrote the rambling, anti-climactic script, obtained superior
performances from Eastwood, George Kennedy, Geoffrey Lewis and especially Jeff Bridges,

outstanding as a young drifter who joins the gang. Eastwood and Bridges try to build an
older-younger brother relationship during the film; it is lost, however, amid all the killings and
explosions. The script, also by Cimino, is packed with excellent moments, but somehow the
whole never amounts to more than the sum of its parts. Author Michael Bliss wrote that while
Thunderbolt may appear to be a conventional violent action film with Eastwood in the lead role,
the film is more like "a meditation on, than a representation of, the male camaraderie theme"
using rhetorical devices such as symbol, camerawork, and allusive dialogue to add to that
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Standard Gun Reload Times Nominal: 3. Army Chief of Staff. The vehicle was effectively the
M4A3E8 Sherman tank with additional armor mounted in the field. The M4 Thunderbolt is a
premium variant of the the M4A3E8 Sherman , falling somewhere between the standard E8 and
the Sherman Jumbo in terms of its stats and playstyle. While the E8 is faster and more agile
with better DPM, the Thunderbolt has better gun handling and armor, granting it better
survivability than the standard E8. The Jumbo may have access to a howitzer and a more
impressive weight of armor, especially on its stock turret, but the Thunderbolt has superior
mobility and flexibility, allowing it to react more quickly when new threats or opportunities arise.
The Thunderbolt is truly a 'jack of all stats' tank, as it falls squarely in the middle of all the
Sherman variants at tier 6 in a way that the Fury does not quite manage. It is extremely forgiving
of player error and is able to hold its own in most situations. It serves well as part of a medium
wolfpack, or in hilly terrain as a support tank. Because of the gun depression, spaced armor
panels, and thick frontal armor, a hull-down Thunderbolt can be an unusually tough customer,
to the point that it can reliably absorb or bounce shots from any gun with mm of penetration or
less, including the common mm D-series guns on higher-tier Russian heavy tanks such as the
IS. The main weakness of the Thunderbolt is that its standard 76mm M1A2 gun is an average
gun at best on a tier 6 vehicle, especially with this version's lower rate of fire and the same mm
of penetration, which can be insufficient against even some same-tier mediums. Flanking is a
must, but unlike the E8 or Cromwell , it cannot simply rush to its desired engagements points
first, and so must rely on its armor to help it into position. Some knowledge of angling is vital to
survival in the Thunderbolt, as while it has distinct weak spots, it also has the uniquely
un-Sherman quality of possessing enough side armor to actually sidescrape thanks to its
spaced armor panels. Good terrain resistance and low turret dispersion means that it can also
turn its entire hull in a fight to bring its strongest armor to bear against an enemy, allowing it to
have some defense in a brawl that a vehicle like the E8 would otherwise lack. The Thunderbolt's
basic strengths allows for some flexibility in its equipment fit. Though a gun rammer can be
considered mandatory, the remaining two slots allow for some intriguing variation. A
combination of coated optics and vents allows for excellent sight ranges and a reload time
under 3 seconds, to the point where it starts to feel like a British 6-pounder gun. Pairing coated
optics and a vertical stabilizer is the classic flanking medium setup and remains an effective
selection on the Thunderbolt for the same reasons. A vertical stabilizer and vents improves the
widest array of stats, especially in the area of gun handling though at the cost of overall view
range. It can also make use of less-common selections as well--a toolkit is not an unreasonable
selection due to the large tracks, and it is also one of a handful of mediums that genuinely
benefits from the addition of a spall liner to limit the stun effect and crew injuries from
high-explosive fire a serious concern for any tank that shares a tier with the KV-2! The
Thunderbolt's frontal armor is former Panther armor that has been field-fitted onto the front of
the tank; due to not being designed for the shape of the tank, part of the lowest frontal plate juts
out from in front of the road wheels. Though of no use defensively due to its narrow size and

awkward placement, its location and designation as spaced armor effectively allows it to act as
a ram bar. This means that a Thunderbolt going for a ramming attack will receive somewhat less
damage than usual and often return more of that damage to the enemy. The Thunderbolt is the
heaviest of the Tier 6 Shermans, so if ramming is required it will stand a chance of doing decent
damage. The Thunderbolt is a tough and flexible medium tank with many desirable
characteristics, especially for players who prefer vehicles with overall balanced parameters. Its
weaknesses may turn off players who prefer faster medium tanks, but with its survivability and
pleasantly low operating costs, the Thunderbolt can be a profitable credit earner for a Tier 6
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y seamless multitasking on a single screen. And every monitor is factory calibrated to ensure
the most accurate and life-like images. The smoother transition between image frames provides
seamless gameplay and video playback for uninterrupted viewing. The fast Hz screen refresh
rate provides smoother, silkier mouse sensitivity for enhanced productivity in any application. It
also reduces screen stutter in fast-moving action scenes for a flawless gaming experience. And
the built-in 7-watt stereo speakers offer an enhanced entertainment experiences when viewing
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